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Make a GOOD DESIGN  





DESIGN can not be judged RIGHT or 
WRONG
but APROPRIATE or INAPROPROATE
DESIGN is a PROBLEM SOLVING, 
an ANSWER of a PROBLEM that the 
target needs
we need different 
pedestrian designs 




DESIGN is not only  a VISUAL DISPLAY
But 
DESIGN is a FINAL RESULT which the 
ANSWER to the ANALYSIS of a 
PROBLEM
a A GOOD DESIGN for a problem will 
definitely not be good for other 
irrelevant problems
Capturing a DESIGN
DESIGN can be captured using the 
senses of sight, hearing, smell, 
touch and taste
THE EYE is a sense that is fast 
enough to receive a stimulus
so
VISUAL CUES are given sufficient 
attention to be given stimuli in the 







Is an attempt made to read / 
accept the SIGNS in a product 
and then translated as a 





That is in a certain locationhow someone will recognize a product from the packaging or 
logo attached to an item
VISUAL element 
in  a   D E S I G N 
It will be able to bring out 
DIFFERENT MEANINGS 
when combined in different 
ways when seen by people 







SEMANTIC in GRAPHIC DESIGN
• PEOPLE will read the sign of a graphic scratch and color  of a LOGO
• Different scratch or different  color means different messege
OLD
NEW
# warm and friendly # simple but elegant # elegant and classy
True
false
SEMANTIC in a PRODUCT DESIGN
• Different FORMS will make someone have a different IMPRESSIONS in 
responding to a STIMULUS in the form of SHAPE and COLOR
# attractive # elegant
SEMANTIC in INTERIOR DESIGN
• Different colors will create a different atmosphere for people who are 
in a ROOM
# warm and seemingly active room # solid and organized (factory style)
So 
in determining a SIGN in DESIGN,
a DESIGNER
really need to know
What message and meaning
which will be embedded in the 
PRODUCT DESIGN
that will be generated


